We consider multirate iterative schemes for the Biot system modelling coupled flow and geomechanics in a poro-elastic medium. The multirate iterative coupling scheme exploits the different time scales for the mechanics and flow problems by taking multiple finer time steps for flow within one coarse mechanics time step. We adapt the fixed stress split algorithm that decouples the flow and mechanics equations for the multirate case and perform an iteration between the two problems until convergence. We provide a fully discrete scheme that uses Backward Euler time discretization and mixed spaces for flow and conformal Galerkin for mechanics. Our analysis is based on studying the equations satisfied by the difference of iterates and using Banach contraction argument to prove that the corresponding scheme is a fixed point contraction. The analysis provides the value of an adjustable coefficient used in the proposed iterative coupling algorithms. Furthermore, we show that the converged quantities satisfy the variational weak form for the coupled discrete system.
Introduction
The accurate modeling of coupled fluid flow and mechanical interactions has received more attention and importance for both environmental and petroleum engineering applications. Accurate and reliable numerical methods for solving such problems are needed for the accurate modeling of multiscale and multiphysics phenomena such as reservoir deformation, surface subsidence, well stability, sand production, waste deposition, pore collapse, fault activation, hydraulic fracturing, CO 2 sequestration, and hydrocarbon recovery [13] , [17] . Traditionally, changes in mechanical deformations are visible to fluid flow through a pore compressibility factor, which is insufficient for stress sensitive, and structurally weak reservoirs. In fact, it is only through the coupling between flow and mechanics that reliable reservoir models can be obtained. In several of the applications listed above, the mechanics and flow equations have different characteristic time scales. Multirate schemes exploit the different time scales of these two equations and allow taking different time steps for each of these two problems. This is naturally achieved by decoupling the two equations. There are typically three different coupling approaches employed in modeling fluid flow coupled with reservoir geomechanics. They are known as the fully implicit, the explicit or loose coupling, and the iterative coupling methods. The fully implicit approach solves reservoir multiphase flow and mechanics equations simultaneously and enjoys excellent stability properties [15] though it poses certain computational challenges for the linear solver. On the other hand, the loosely coupled approach is less accurate, only conditionally stable but, contrary to the implicit coupling scheme, has a lower computational cost. The iterative coupling approach lies in between the two extremes, and solves the two coupled subsystems iteratively by exchanging the values of the shared state variables in an iterative manner. The procedure is iterated at each time step until the solution is obtained with an acceptable tolerance [6, 16, 17, 26] . The iterative coupling approach allows the use of existing reservoir simulators, is easy to implement, is robust and has fast convergence provided it has been designed appropriately. Our proposed numerical method is based on such an iterative approach. These iterative methods can be also used as a pre-conditioner for the fully implicit method. The work of Gai et al [8, 10] interpreted the fixed stress split iterative coupling scheme as an effective physics-based preconditioning strategy applied to a Richardson fixed point iteration. The same preconditioning operator can be applied to the fully implicit coupled system, enhancing the underlying Krylov subspace iteration as well [4, 5, 8] . The coupled flow and geomechanics problem has been intensively investigated in the past. Starting from the pioneering work of Terzaghi [24] and Biot [2, 3] , several nonlinear extensions have been proposed and investigated [7, 9, 21] . The work of Settari and Mourits [20] proposed a robust iterative and explicit coupling schemes for coupling flow with geomechanics along with fracture propagation. The existence, uniqueness, and regularity of the Biot system have been investigated by a number of authors (Showalter [23] , Phillips & Wheeler [19] , and Girault et al [12] ). However, the development and analysis of theoretically convergent iterative coupling algorithms in poro-elastic media have received relatively less attention. Recently, the work of Mikelić and Wheeler [18] establishes geometric convergence (contraction with respect to appropriately chosen metrics) for different flow and geomechanics iterative coupling schemes. In addition, Kim et al. [14, 15] have used von Neumann stability analysis to study the stability and convergence of similar schemes. Our work is inspired from the previous work of Mikelić and Wheeler [18] (see also [11] ) and extends their results to cover the case of fully discrete multirate iterative coupling schemes. Convergence properties of multirate explicit coupling schemes have been heavily investigated in [22, 29] for the non-stationary Stokes-Darcy model. In contrast, we consider multirate iteratively coupled flow and geomechanics problems in this work. Figures 1.1a and 1.1b illustrate the differences between single rate versus multirate iterative coupling schemes. Figure 1 .1a represents a typical single rate scheme, in which the flow and mechanics problems share the exact same time step, and the coupling iteration continues until convergence. In contrast, Figure 1 .1b demonstrates a typical multirate scheme, in which the flow problem takes multiple finer local time steps within one coarser mechanics time step for each iterative coupling iteration. The process is iterated until convergence. In this work, we propose different multirate iterative schemes and their analyses and deduce the contracting character of each scheme. Convergence immediately follows by applying Banach's fixed point theorem. The presence of two different time steps for different equations in such a system of PDEs introduces several complications. We define an appropriate expression of the volumetric mean stress for the multirate scheme and use the flow and mechanics estimates to derive a contraction for the difference of two successive coupling iterates. In addition, we employ mathematical induction along with a compactness argument to deduce strong convergence of the pressure and flux unknowns for flow finer time steps within a coarser mechanics time step. Our analysis also reveals the optimal value of the fixed stress split regularization term in the mass conservation equation. Moreover, we introduce a modified multirate iterative coupling scheme that successively corrects the fluxes in even coupling iterations so that the resulting scheme has the same convergence properties as of single rate scheme. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first analysis of multirate schemes for Biot equations. To summarize, our contributions in this work are as follows: we formulate two multirate iterative coupling schemes for the Biot system that can be viewed as the extensions of the classical fixed-stress split coupling algorithm (see [18] ) to the multirate settings in which flow takes finer time steps compared to the mechanics problem. Furthermore, we establish the contracting behavior of both schemes leading to geometric speed of convergence with an explicit expression for the contracting factor. In terms of numerical analysis, the novelty is in combining the compactness property with an induction argument to show that the obtained solution converges to the unique solution of the original weak formulation given in Definition 2.2. Moreover, the numerical examples show the sharpness of the theoretical estimates. This also reveals the CPU time savings as a result of the reduction in the number of mechanics linear iterations for the multirate scheme versus the single rate scheme. Finally, our proof outlines a general strategy that is likely to be useful for obtaining similar estimates in other contexts. For instance, a similar strategy has been applied to the multirate undrained-split coupling scheme in [1] improving the contraction obtained in [18] . The paper is structured as follows. We present the model and discretization in Section 2. The multirate scheme is introduced and analysed in Section 3. We also present a modified multirate scheme along with its analysis in Section 4. We discuss the conclusions and outlook in Section 6.
Preliminaries
Let Ω be a bounded domain (open and connected) of IR d , where the dimension d = 2 or 3, with a Lipschitz continuous boundary ∂Ω, and let Γ be a part of ∂Ω with positive measure. When d = 3, we assume that the boundary of Γ is also Lipschitz continuous. In general, we assume that the boundary is decomposed into Dirichlet boundary Γ D , and Neumann boundary Γ N , associated with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions respectively, such that Γ D ∪ Γ N = ∂Ω. In addition, Let D(Ω) be the space of all functions that are infinitely differentiable and with compact support in Ω and let D (Ω) be its dual space, i.e. the space of distributions in Ω. As usual, we denote by H 1 (Ω) the classical Sobolev space 
More generally, for 1 ≤ p < ∞, W 1,p (Ω) is the space
with the usual modification when p = ∞. We also define:
and for the divergence operator, we shall use the space
2 Model equations, discretization and splitting algorithm
We assume a linear, elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic porous medium Ω ⊂ R d , d = 2 or 3, in which the reservoir is saturated with a slightly compressible viscous fluid.
Assumptions
We have the following assumptions on the model and data:
1. For mechanical modeling, the reservoir is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and saturated poro-elastic medium. The reference density of the fluid ρ f > 0 is given and positive.
2. The Lamé coefficients λ > 0 and G > 0, the dimensionless Biot coefficient α, and the pore volume ϕ * are all positive.
3. The fluid is assumed to be slightly compressible and its density is a linear function of pressure. The viscosity µ f > 0 is assumed to be constant.
4. The absolute permeability tensor, K, is assumed to be symmetric, bounded, uniformly positive definite in space and constant in time.
We will use here a quasi-static Biot model which is quite standard in literature [3, 13] . The model reads: Find u and p satisfying the equations below for all time t ∈]0, T [:
Initial Condition (t = 0) :
where: g is the gravitational constant, η is the distance in the vertical direction (assumed to be constant in time), ρ f,r > 0 is a constant reference density (relative to the reference pressure p r ), ϕ 0 is the initial porosity, M is the Biot constant,q = q ρ f,r where q is a mass source or sink term taking into account injection into or out of the reservoir. We remark that the first three equations describe the mechanics whereas the fourth one is the flow equation. Note that the above system is linear and coupled.
Mixed variational formulation
We will use a mixed formulation for the flow and conformal Galerkin formulation for the mechanics equation. The mixed method defines flux as a separate unknown and rewrites the flow equation as a system of first order equations. Such a formulation for the flow is standard and is preferred because it is locally mass conservative and has an explicit computation for the flux. Accordingly, for the fully discrete formulation (discrete in time and space), we use a mixed finite element method for space discretization and a backwardEuler time discretization. Let T h denote a regular family of conforming triangular elements of the domain of interest, Ω. Using the lowest order Raviart-Thomas (RT) spaces , we have the following discrete spaces (V h for discrete displacements, Q h for discrete pressures, and Z h for discrete velocities (fluxes)):
The space of displacements, V h , is equipped with the norm:
We also assume that the finer time step is given by: ∆t = t k − t k−1 . If we denote the total number of timesteps by N, then the total simulation time is given by T = ∆t N, and t i = i∆t, 0 i N denote the discrete time points.
For the fully discrete scheme, we have chosen the Raviart-Thomas spaces for the mixed finite element discretization. However, the proof extends to other choices for the mixed spaces and we will state the results for Multipoint Flux Mixed Finite Element (MFMFE) spaces [26, 27] in Remark 4.4 .
Remark 2.1 Notation: In the following, there will be two indices, one for the time step and the other for the coupling between the flow and mechanics. To avoid any confusion, let us emphasise the following notations, n denotes the coupling iteration index, k is the coarser time step iteration index (for indexing mechanics coarse time steps), m is the finer (local) time step iteration index (for indexing flow fine time steps), ∆t stands for the time step, and q is the "fixed" number of local flow time steps per coarse mechanics time step.
Fully discrete scheme for multirate
As discussed above, using the mixed finite element method in space and the backward Euler finite difference method in time, the weak formulation of a multirate scheme reads as follows.
and (mechanics equation)
with the initial condition for the first discrete time step,
Note that the pressure unknowns p h and flux unknowns z h are being solved at finer time steps t k+m , m = 0, . . . , q whereas the mechanics variables u h are being solved at t iq , i ∈ N. Therefore, for each mechanics time step of size q∆t, there are q flow solves justifying the nomenclature of multirate. Moreover, the above system of PDEs is linear but coupled with the coupling terms being computed at the coarse time steps. Instead of solving the problem in a coupled manner, as discussed before, we will apply a splitting algorithm to decouple the two equations and iterate between them until the solutions satisfying the above system (2.4) -(2.7) are obtained. In practice, there are 4 major splitting algorithms (drained, undrained, fixed strain and fixed stress) used for studying the Biot system depending upon whether one solves the mechanics first or flow and the physical variables which are being lagged. We will use the fixed stress splitting algorithm here because of its well established stability and excellent convergence properties.
Standard Fixed stress split algorithm
In the fixed stress split iterative coupling algorithm, we first solve the flow problem followed by the geomechanics problem. Even though we use the splitting strategy at the discrete level, it is probably easier to see this in the continuous strong form. Recalling that n denotes the coupling iteration index between the flow and mechanics problems, the steps are as follows:
Step (a): Given u n , we solve for p n+1 , z n+1
Once the flow is computed, we update the displacement solution.
Step (b): Given p n+1 , z n+1 , we solve for u n+1 satisfying
with the initial condition, independent of n,
Note that the flow equation has a regularization term α 2 /λ∂ t p n+1 added to the left hand side and a similar term added to the right hand side for consistence while the mechanics equation remains unchanged. In the case of convergence, this term vanishes retrieving the original equation. Indeed, this has been analyzed in literature and we simply state the results to elucidate our approach. Following result is obtained in Mikelić and Wheeler [18] , and adapted to our model equations.
= Ω × (0, t), σ n v := σ v,0 + λ∇ · u n − αp n , and δ denoting the difference of two successive iterates, the fixed stress split scheme as given in Section 2.4 is a contraction given by
The proof of the above results can be adapted to the fully discrete case in which a mixed formulation is used for space discretization (see section 4 and Theorem 4.3). Moreover, in the Theorem 2.3, the contraction is obtained on the volumetric mean stress, σ v , involving both pressure (flow) and displacement (mechanics) unknowns. A relatively straightforward compactness argument shows that the converged quantities solve the original coupled equations in a weak form.
In what follows, we will derive similar estimates for the case of the multirate iterative coupling scheme. Two different multirate iterative coupling algorithms are discussed and analyzed below. Even though our approach is similar to the one in [18] , the fact that we solve for multiple flow finer time steps within one coarser mechanics time step leads to several complications. The adaptation of the fixed stress algorithm requires defining an appropriate mean stress quantity and the analysis introduces two adjustable parameters. Careful algebraic manipulations are required to show the contraction. Even after the contraction is achieved, the presence of the two different time scales in the coupled problem requires non-trivial arguments involving the mathematical induction to show convergence to the weak formulation (2.4) -(2.7).
3 Multirate iterative coupling schemes
Multirate iterative scheme
Here, we provide a multirate formulation of the "fixed stress split" iterative coupling algorithm and analyze its convergence properties in the next section. Recall that n denotes the coupling iteration index, k the coarser time step iteration index (for indexing mechanics time steps), m the finer (local) time step iteration index (for indexing flow finer time steps), ∆t the unit time step, and q denote "fixed" number of local flow time steps within one coarse mechanics time step. We begin by describing the algorithm. The weak formulation of equations (3.1) -(3.5) reads: 
with the initial condition, independent of n, for the first discrete time step,
In the above scheme, L is the adjustable coefficient that will be chosen appropriately later (this choice completely determines the scheme) and q is a user-defined number of finer flow steps. Below we analyze the above weak formulation and deduce the contracting character of the iterative scheme. The proof relies on studying the difference of two successive iterates and uses Banach's fixed point theorem. The final step is to show that the converged quantities satisfy the weak formulation (2.4) -(2.7).
Proof of contraction
For a given time step t = t k , we define the difference between two coupling iterates as:
where ξ may stand for p h , z h , and u h . In addition, for notational convenience, we define,
• Step 1: Flow equations For n ≥ 1, by taking the difference of two successive iterates of (3.6), which corresponds to one local flow iteration and its corresponding local flow iteration in the previous flow and geomechanics iterative coupling iteration, testing with θ h = δp
, we obtain
Similarly, for the flux equation (3.7), by taking the difference of two successive iterates, followed by taking the difference at two consecutive finer time steps, t = t m+k , and t = t m−1+k , and testing with q h = δz n+1,m+k h
We combine (3.11) with (3.12), apply Young's inequality and use ∇ · δu n,k h = 0 to obtain
The choice ε = β absorbs the pressure term on the right hand side. Together with a simple expansion of the flux product, we derive
The right hand side constitutes an expression for a quantity to be contracted on. Introducing a new parameter χ, we define the volumetric mean stress for (1 ≤ m ≤ q) as
14)
The value of χ will be chosen such that contraction can be achieved on the norm of σ n,m+k v , summed over q flow finer time steps, within one coarser mechanics time step. Multiplying (3.13) by 2 β , summing up for 1 ≤ m ≤ q, substituting the new definition of the volumetric mean stress (3.14), and noting that δz
(3.15)
• 
It remains to choose the values of our newly introduced parameters, χ, L, and c 0 , such that the coefficients of the expanded square contributes only positive terms to the left hand side of (3.19) . Therefore, we expand the right hand side of (3.19) as
Now, we match the coefficients of the expansion in (3.20) to the coefficients of the expanded square on the right hand side of (3.19) . For the left hand side of (3.19) to remain positive, the following inequalities should be satisfied
The second inequality gives rise to c 0 = 2L qχ 2 . The third inequality gives L ≥ α 2 2λ . Since the contraction factor is monotone with respect to L, its minimum is achieved when
2λ . The first inequality gives χ 2 ≥ L 2 . The minimum value of the contraction factor is achieved when χ 2 = L 2 . Therefore, with
we group the terms of the expanded square on the left hand side of (3.19) to form the quantity of contraction for the next iterative coupling iteration, n + 1, as
Clearly, the contraction coefficient:
< 1, and independent of q.
Convergence to discrete multirate formulation
From the derivation above, we establish convergence of the sequences generated by the multirate fixed stress split algorithm and show that the converged quantities satisfy the weak formulation (2.4) -(2.7). The proof uses the mathematical induction for the finer flow equations combined with the contraction estimates obtained above.
Lemma 3.1 For every coarser mechanics time step, t = t k , there exist a limit function u k h such that
Proof. The contraction result in (3.21) implies that for a coarser time step t = t k , ε(δu n+1,k h
) converges geometrically to zero. This implies that ε(u n+1,k h
) is a Cauchy sequence converging geometrically to a unique limit in L 2 (Ω). It follows immediately that u n+1,k h is a Cauchy sequence converging geometrically to a unique limit in
being a Hilbert space.
Lemma 3.2 For every two consecutive coarser mechanics time steps, t = t k , and t = t k+q , and for every 1 ≤ m ≤ q, there exist limit functions p
with strong convergence in the norms of the above spaces.
Proof. The contraction result in (3.21) implies that the quantities We will show strong convergence of the pressure sequence by induction. The proof of strong convergence of the flux sequence follows in the same way. Given an initial pressure value for t = t 0 : p n,0 h = p 0 , from the above discussion, (p n,1 h − p 0 ) is a Cauchy sequence in L 2 (Ω), and, in turn, p n,1 h is a Cauchy sequence in the complete space L 2 (Ω), and thus has a unique limit. This completes the base case for induction. For the inductive hypothesis, we assume that for any coarser mechanics time step t = t k , and for any 1 ≤ m ≤ q, p n,m+k h is a Cauchy sequence converging to a unique limit in
We will show that p n,m+k+2 h is also a Cauchy sequence converging to a unique limit in L 2 (Ω).
Consider the two Cauchy sequences in
by the inductive hypothesis. This completes the inductive step. Therefore, we obtain that for all coarser mechanics time steps t = t k , and for 1 ≤ m ≤ q, p n,m+k h , z n,m+k h are Cauchy sequences converging geometrically to unique limits in L 2 (Ω). For the divergence of the flux, we note that (3.6) amounts to the following equality a.e. in L 2 (Ω): It remains to pass to the limit in (2.4)-(2.6). This is straightforward since the equations are linear and all operators involved are continuous in the spaces invoked in the statements of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Moreover the convergences are strong. Therefore, we easily retrieve the discrete in time formulation.
The above discussions are summarized in the following main result:
, χ 2 = L 2 , and c 0 = 2L qχ 2 , the multirate iterative scheme is a contraction given by
Furthermore, the sequences defined by this scheme converge to the unique solution of the weak formulation (2.4)-(2.6).
Remark 3.4
We note that the contraction coefficient obtained in Theorem 3.3 exactly matches the contraction coefficient of the single rate optimized fixed stress split iterative method in the work of Mikelić and Wheeler [18] . 
if mod(n,2) = 1 then /* coupling iteration index (n) is odd */ 
Remark 4.1 As indicated earlier, in contrast to the original multirate iterative coupling algorithm (Algorithm 1), in (Algorithm 2), we split the iterative coupling iterations into even and odd iterations. For the first finer flow time step, we solve exactly the same set of equations for both cases, as shown in line 5. For subsequent finer flow iterations, in the case of an even coupling iteration, we subtract flux correction terms, and both terms cancel each other. In the case of an odd coupling iteration, we solve the same set of equations as in the single rate case, as shown in Line 8. With the newly introduced flux correction terms, a summation over finer time steps result in reducing the weak formulation of the multirate scheme to that of the single rate scheme. This allows us to obtain exactly the same contraction coefficient as the one obtained in the single rate case, Theorem 2.3. In addition, the modified scheme contracts on the volumetric mean total stress as defined in [18] for the single rate scheme.
Proof of contraction of modified multirate scheme
• Step (1): Reduction to single rate weak formulation
Extending the work of [18] to the fully discrete formulation, we define the volumetric mean stress, constituting the quantity to be contracted on, for n ≥ 1, as:
In terms of the difference between two coupling iterates, we have In order to obtain the single rate weak formulation, we sum up local flow iterations across one coarser mechanics time step. As we solve different mass balance equations in even versus odd coupling iterations, we need to consider each case seperately:
-Coupling iteration index, n, is odd:
-Coupling iteration index, n, is even: Equation (4.13) remains unchanged. For (4.5), we have:
Assuming, without loss of generality, that "n+1" represents an even coupling iteration, and "n" represents an odd coupling iteration, subtracting (4.12) from (4.14) to form the difference between two consecutive coupling iterates, and taking advantage of (3.17), we derive
Equation (4.15) involves only coarser time step variables. Considering the modified multriate iterative coupling scheme as a single rate scheme, in which both the flow and mechanics problems share the coarser time step, the weak formulation in terms of the differences between coupling iterates reads
and applying Young's inequality, we obtain
The choice ε 2 = β absorbs the pressure term on the right hand side by its corresponding term on the left hand side, leading to
Testing (4.17) with q h = δz n+1,k h
Combining (4.20) with (4.19) leads to a sum of two positive squared norms on the right hand side of (4.19), in which the right hand side constitutes the quantity to be contracted on,
(4.21)
•
Step (3) 
Combining (4.21) with (4.22), we infer
(4.23)
The first three terms form a square of the volumetric mean stress defined in (4.11), establishing the quantity of contraction for the next iterative coupling iteration, n + 1, on the right hand side of (4.23), as
with a contraction coefficient
Convergence to the discrete form
In the next lemma, we establish convergence of the sequences generated by the modified multirate iterative coupling scheme for coarser mechanics time steps. Lemma 4.2 For k = 0, q, 2q, .., there exist limit functions
Proof. The contraction result in (4.24) implies that δσ ) converges geometrically to 0 in L 2 (Ω). It follows immediately that u n+1,k h converges geometrically to a unique limit in the Hilbert space
For the divergence of the flux, we note that (4.16) amounts to the following equality a.e. in L 2 (Ω):
The convergence of ∇ · z It remains to pass to the limit in the weak formulation of (4.1)-(4.7). This is straightforward in view of the linearity of equations and strong convergences obtained.
Theorem 4.3
For coarser mechanics time steps, k = 0, q, 2q, .., the modified multirate iterative scheme is a contraction given by
Furthermore, the sequences defined by this scheme converge to the unique solution of the weak formulation of (4.1)-(4.7).
Remark 4.4 All our obtained results remain valid when the multipoint flux mixed finite element method (MFMFE) [27, 28] is used for flow discretization. For clarification, consider the modified multirate scheme. Using the MFMFE method for flow discretization, (4.24) translate to
(4.25)
where (K −1 ., .) Q is the quadrature rule defined in [27] for the MFMFE corresponding spaces. It was shown by Wheeler and Yotov in [27] , and then extended to distorted quadrilaterals and hexahedra in [28] , that for any
0. This immediately leads to a similar contraction result. The same argument holds for previously derived results in the first multirate scheme described earlier.
Numerical Results
The first multirate iterative coupling algorithm (Algorithm 1) is implemented in the Integrated Parallel Accurate Reservoir Simulator (IPARS) on top of a two-phase oil-water flow model coupled with a linear poroelasticity model. In IPARS, the two-phase oil-water flow model is solved by an iterative implicit pressure explicit saturation (IMPES) scheme, in which the Multipoint Flux Mixed Finite Element Method (MFMFE) is used for flow discretization. Conformal Galerkin Finite Element Method is used for discretizing and solving the linear elasticity model. We refer the reader to [25] for a detailed description of the model equations.
Quarter Wellbore Model
In order to assess the applicability of our devised multirate iterative coupling algorithms, we consider a simple test case, consisting of a quarter 3D wellbore model. The model domain is a 25.0 ft × 25.0 ft × 25.0 ft cube with a quarter of a cylindrical wellbore centered along one of its edges. The mesh contains 4200 grid elements, with 30 elements in the radial direction, 20 elements in the hoop direction, and 7 elements in the vertical direction. Finer grids are used near the wellbore, and they coarsen as they distance apart from the wellbore. A constant wellbore pressure of 300 psi is enforced on the wellbore surface. No flow boundary conditions are enforced on the rest of the boundary faces. For the mechanics model, we apply a zero displacement boundary condition on top of the cube. For the remaining boundaries, we apply zero normal and zero shear traction boundary conditions. Gravity is neglected in this model. In addition, although the code can handle two-phase flow, we run it as a single phase model by assuming the initial oil concentaion to be zero throughout the whole domain. Detailed specifications of the input parameters can be found in Table 1 .
Convergence Stopping Critera
The stopping criteria are based on the difference of two successive iterates of porosity. We define, δϕ n,k+q
The expression (5.2) is the standard definition of the fluid content of the medium [13] . Upon convergence, (4.11) leads to δσ
n,k+q h = 0. Accordingly, we define two convergence stopping criteria as follows: 500.0 psi Water compressibility c fw :
1.E-6 (1/psi) Oil compressibility c fo :
1.E-4 (1/psi) Rock compressibility:
1. Figure 5 .1a shows the accumulated CPU run time for the single rate case (q = 1), and for multirate cases: q = 2, 4, and 8. The case q = 2 results in 14.28% reduction in CPU run time compared to the single rate. q = 4, and q = 8 result in 20.97% and 25.09% reductions in CPU run times respectively. Figure 5 .1b explains the reduction in CPU run time observed in the multirate case. By just solving for two flow finer time steps within one coarser mechanics time step (q = 2), the total number of mechanics linear iterations was reduced by 45.21% with reference to the single rate case. Multirate couplings (q = 4, and q = 8) result in 70.46% and 84.36% reductions in the number of mechanics linear iterations respectively, which in turn, reduce the CPU run time as well. For this problem, the total number of flow iterations for both the single rate and multirate coupling algorithms are found to be the same. In addition, all four cases perform the same number of flow/mechanics coupling iterations for each coarse mechanics time step, reducing the number of accumulated mechanics linear iterations for multirate schemes, without affecting the total number of flow linear iterations. This results in multirate coupling schemes to outperform the single rate scheme.
Results & Discussion
We also compare the value of our theoretically driven contraction coefficient against numerically observed contraction coefficient values. Theorem 3.3 gives an expression of the Table 2 lists the values of contraction coefficients obtained numerically for q = 1, 2, 4, and 8. We consider the iterative coupling iteration for the first coarse mechanics time step, which takes four coupling iterations to converge, according to the stopping criteria described earlier. We compute the values of the volumetric mean stress defined in (3.14) for the last two coupling iterations. Ratios of those computed values give estimates of contraction coefficients, obtained numerically, as shown in Table  2 . We notice that contraction coefficients computed numerically are smaller than the predicted theoretical estimate. This is expected since the extra terms on the left hand side of the contraction result listed in theorem 3.3 are not included when computing numerical estimates. This is due to the fact that the main objective here is to investigate the accuracy of our derived theoretical contraction estimates in capturing the contracting behavior of the scheme. In addition, we notice that as the number of flow finer time steps solved within one coarser mechanics time step increases, the values of the computed numerical contraction coefficient estimates decrease.
We identify three factors that determine the efficiency of multirate schemes: 1. The relative computational cost of the flow solve versus the mechanics solve: if the computational cost of solving the coupled problem is dominated by the mechanics solve, then reducing the number of mechanics solve will substantially reduce the overall running time compared to single rate schemes. The multirate schemes are expected to be more useful in this case. Table 2 : Numerical Contraction Estimates: Contraction estimates observed numerically are shown for different values of q (the number of flow finer time steps within one coarser mechanics time step). These are obtained by taking the ratio of the norms of σ v computed at the last two iterative coupling iterations during the first coarse time step: ∆t, 2∆t ,4∆t, and 8∆t for q = 1, 2, 4, and 8 respectively. The first coarse time step involves four iterative coupling iterations for all the four cases.
chanics equilibrium, the number of iterative coupling iterations per coarse mechanics time step gets reduced. This suggests a dynamic iterative coupling scheme, in which a single rate scheme is employed during early time steps in the simulation, and as the problem approaches mechanics equilibrium, multirate scheme should be employed with adaptive q. 3. Tolerance values used in the convergence stopping criteria affect the efficiency of multirate coupling schemes as well. Loose tolerance values reduce the number of iterative coupling iterations per coarse mechanics time step, which in turn reduces the overall running time.
It is a tradeoff between the desired level of accuracy versus computational efficiency and is problem dependent.
Although the theory provided in this work and the numerical example are for single phase flow, we anticipate that multirate iterative coupling schemes will be of more importance for nonlinear flow problems coupled with geomechanics, as nonlinearities in the flow problem impose restrictions on the flow time step size. The multirate iterative coupling scheme would be a natural candidate for such nonlinear flow problems coupled with geomechanics.
Conclusions and outlook
We have considered two multirate iterative coupling schemes based on the fixed stress split iterative coupling algorithm. For both schemes, we have proved Banach fixed-point contraction and convergence to the weak solution of the corresponding multirate fully discrete scheme. The first scheme is a natural extension of the single rate scheme, and contracts on a composite quantity consisting of pressure and volumetric strain terms. Its proof is optimal in the sense that the contraction quantity is scaled such that more terms on the left hand side are absorbed. The second scheme exhibits the feature that it contracts on the same volumetric mean total stress defined in the single rate scheme. This is accomplish by successively correcting the fluxes during even coupling iterations. In addition, these flux corrections vanish as the coupling iteration approaches convergence. In contrast to the first multirate scheme, the modified multirate scheme has the same rate of convergence as in the single rate scheme.
Our analysis limits to one coarser time step and we have not studied the propagation of error due to temporal and spatial discretizations. These error estimates providing the convergence rate can be performed, for example, in the spirit of [13] . Further, the nonlinear extensions of these algorithms, their analyses and computational performance are interesting questions that will be addressed in future work. Moreover, the performance of these algorithms should be further investigated to design coupling algorithms within the predefined tolerance with minimal computational costs.
